
Kirami Original Hazy M

Cult-si ST-Dark Walnut, Casual Gray

A hot tub that offers comfort and modern style for people who appreciate
easy-care products. As a part of Hazy hot tub’s design the built-in bench
makes it easy to bench into and out of the tub. You can rest your back
on the specially designed edges of the bench and for two people the it
can also be an armrest. The smooth and light coloured surface of the
plastic allows LED-lightning to be installed as additional equipment.
Factory fitted LED-lighting creates a fabulous atmosphere in the evening
twilight.

Heater:
Cult-si

Outer color:
ST-Dark Walnut

Inner color:
Casual Gray
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Kirami Original Hazy M

Cult-si ST-Dark Walnut, Casual Gray
The hot tub is heated with an external grey Cult-si heater, suitable for
heating small tubs. It is made out of high-quality marine-grade
aluminium. The outer shell is made out of Finnish spruce panels stained
with a dark walnut tint, and it keeps its attractive appearance for a long
time. As inside colour, translucent casual grey is frank and carefree. The
grey interior is always timeless and elegant, and it blends in beautifully
with the environment. The barrel diameter is 170 cm and water volume
1420 litres. It is suitable for 4-6 people. The dry weight of the hot tub is
157 kg. The gross heat output of the CULT-si stove is 36 kW and the net
heat output transferred to the water is 22 kW.

Technical information

CAPACITY (PERSONS) 4-6

WATER CAPACITY 1420 l

OUTER DIAMETER 170 cm

HEIGHT (TUB) 107 cm

DEPTH 90 cm

WEIGHT 157 kg

PRODUCT LENGTH 258 cm

PRODUCT WIDTH 170 cm

PRODUCT HEIGHT 210 cm

PRODUCT CODE OHGST1900CULTSI-DW

Heater:
Cult-si

Outer color:
ST-Dark Walnut

Inner color:
Casual Gray

6430036756055

Also get accessories

ABS cover 170cm fully round
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https://www.kirami.com/accessories/hot-tub-equipment/covers/abs-cover/abs-cover?v=26815
https://www.kirami.com/accessories/hot-tub-equipment/covers/abs-cover/abs-cover?v=26815

